Abstract: Presently there is lack of a reliable method for monitoring the respiratory cycles in the ambulatory patients. Knowledge of respiratory pattern is useful in many clinical situations. With the ECG signal being the most frequently monitored biomedical signal, it is essential to extract the respiratory waveform from ordinary ECG tracings. Such a technique wou Id permit reliable detection of respiratory efforts in healthy and diseased patients.
INTRODUCTION
A comprelhensive study of the current biomedical signal processing literature showed that it is possible to extract the respiratory signal from ordinary ECG tracings [1, 2, 3] . The changes in the impedance of the thoracic cavity influences the ECG signals recorded from the surface of the body. The respiration caused expansion and contraction of the chest results in the movement of chest electrodes. Short-term changes in thoracic impedance reflect the filling and emptying of the lungs, a phenomenon which is the basis of impedance plethysmography, The physical influence of respiration results in amplitude variations in the recorded ECG tracings. The respiratory influence modulates the direction of the mean electrical axis (MEA) of the heart. The diaphragmatic activity and the intercostal muscles cause expansion and contraction of the chest in 3-D space. This periodic or aperiodic movement affects the ECG signal in each lead differently. The fiontal lead I will be primarily affected by the horizontal component while lead I11 will be primarily affected by the vertical component of the thoracic movemants, but lead I1 will be least affected.
In this work, we used the ECG tracings &om a set of nearly orthogonal leads to derive the respiratory components of the ECG signal. Here we present the result of processing the ECG signals from lead I1 and MCLI.
METHOD
The instnunentation used in this pilot study is shown in Figure 1 . The data collection set up included four ECG leads namely, L1, L2, L3 and MCL1, thermistors (airflow measurements), chest and abdominal inductance plethysmographic bands. Analog signals from all the electrodes and transducers were fust sent to the polygraph where preprocessing of the signals was performed. We only used the ECG recordings from L2 (lead 11) and MCLl for the purpose of this study. The respiratory signals were collected at a sampling rate of 10
Hz and the ECG signals were collected at a sampling rate of 500 Hz. 
RESULTS:
In Figure 3 shows the respiration waveform obtained by airflow measurements. In panel 6, the cross-correlation between the EDR and the airflow measurements is shown. There was a mean cross-correlation of .738 f .138 between the airflow and the EDR signals.
In our future studies different orthogonal ECG sets will be used to improve the mean cross-correlation of EDR and airflow signals. 
